Present in Morocco for more than 15 years, the Cnam through its center of representation in Morocco has the following main missions:

- Development of new actions of cooperation in continuing education, research and dissemination of scientific and technical culture,
- Overall coordination of projects initiated in Morocco, in close relation with related departments of the Cnam and its network members in France,
- Communication on the know-how of the Cnam to Moroccan partners as well as to foreign organizations in Morocco.

As an actor of cooperation, placed under the auspices of the French Embassy in Morocco, the center of representation of Cnam in Morocco has been able to develop a national network of more than twenty partner institutions (universities, engineering schools...) in order to offer a wide choice of courses of study allowing to obtain a diploma from the Cnam in face-to-face or distance learning modes, often as part of a double degree program.

Main disciplines
- Information Technology
- Health and safety
- Energetics
- Civil Engineering
- Electrical system
- Business Management
- Trade, marketing, sales
- Accounting, control and auditing
- Human Resources

Research
The Cnam works closely with its Moroccan academic partners. This collaboration is effective both on research projects funded by donors such as the European Union but also by bringing the laboratories of the Cnam closer to their Moroccan counterparts by implementing programs of co-supervision of doctoral thesis in the humanities and engineering sciences.

Strong points
- A wide range of disciplines available via distance learning mode (FOAD).
- Ability to mobilize high quality expertise in training engineering and training of trainers in many sectors.
- The center has know-how in the field of VAE (Validation of Acquired Experience).

Degrees awarded
- Licence
- Master
- Engineer

French as a foreign language courses (FLE)
All of the programs are in French

Key figures: (2019–2020)
- 353 auditors
- 838 open teaching units
Programs for international students*/learners

International students*/foreign adult learners can apply for the following courses taught in French:

*Foreigners with student status wishing to enroll in a full-time initial training course in Morocco.

Informatics

- General Bachelor’s Degree in Technologies, Sciences, Health with specialization in computer science focus on General Computer Science Course - LG02501A – ARA
- Computer Engineering Diploma - Information Systems and Business Intelligence - CYC9105A
- Engineering Degree in Computer Science Specialization Computer, Networks, Systems and Multimedia Course - CYC9104A
- Engineering Degree Specialized in Computer Science Architecture and Systems and Software Engineering (AISL) CYC9101A-ARA
- Engineering Degree Specialized in Telecommunications and Networks (TR) - CYC9700A
- Network and Systems Infrastructure Architect - CPN8401A
- Cyber Security Architect - CPN8403A

Hygiene Safety

- Professional degree in Sciences, Technologies, Health with specialization in quality, hygiene, safety, health, environment, focus on Evaluation and management of health/safety risks in companies - LP14000A

ELECTRIC SYSTEM

- General License Sciences, Technologies, Health with a specialization in Electronics, electrical energy, automation Focus on Electronics and systems - LG03902A
- General Bachelor’s Degree in Sciences, Technologies, Health, with specialization in Electronics, Electrical Energy and Automation, focus on Electrical Engineering and Systems - LG03903A
- Engineering Degree Specialty Electrical Engineering - CYC8801A

Energy

- Engineering Degree Specialized in Energy Energy and Environment in Industry and Transport - CYC8501A

Civil Engineering

- General License Construction Economics - LG03506A
- Engineering Degree Specialized in Building and Public Works Course Building and Public Works - CYC8301A
- Engineering Degree Specialized in Building and Public Work, focus on Structures - CYC8302A

Business Administration

- General License Law, Economics, Management mention

Management course Organizational Management - LG03601A

Trade - Marketing - Sales

- General License Law, Economics, Management with a specialization in Business Administration, Sales and Marketing - LG03606A
- International Business License - LG03602A

Human resources

- Human Resources Management General License - LG03605A

Accounting, Control and Audit

- Accounting and Management License - LG03607A
- Diploma in Accounting and Management - DCG
- Higher Diploma in Accounting and Management - DSCG

More details are available at http://www.cnam.ma

Fees

Variable according to the training path and mode (onsite or online learning)

For more information:
00 212 (0) 5 22 86 57 90
00 212 (0) 5 20 04 85 86
contact@cnam-maroc.org
www.cnam.ma

Contact & Address

Building Ryad Anfa A1, Omar Al Khayam Street, Anfa Club, 20200 Casablanca, Morocco

contact@cnam-maroc.org
Tel:
00 212 5 22 86 57 90 / 00 212 5 20 04 85 86
Cnam Representative in Morocco: Hassan El Mokhtari

www.cnam.ma